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Synopsis 

The basis of behaviorism lies in its concept of man and how the human being learns. 

Skinner (1976) adopts an empiricist position. He considers that the development of language 

depends on external stimuli, that is, language is responses that the child learns by apparent 

conditioning factors. 

Skinner states that the organism reacts to the environment, but it is necessary that there 

are also "internal causes". In addition, this author is remembered because his mode of 

observation and rigorous experimentation was impressive. Everything Skinner said was related 

to the phenomena observed and their interrelations. The principle of the behavioral theory is 

based on human behavior and the observable response/stimulus relationship. 

Skinner gives importance to the answer, which must be reinforced. The human being 

learns by reinforcement (Skinner, 1976). This response to environmental stimuli, being possible 

to exercise control over the behavior through the manipulation of the variables according to 

positive reinforcers, negatives, and punishments. 

Skinner seeks to learn as a product of a stimulus/response relationship. In this way, 

appropriate behaviors are reinforced through a reward and inappropriate behaviors through 

punishment. 

Related to the field of school learning, this author tried to show that, through threats and 

punishments, worse results are achieved than using the system of positive reinforcements. 
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The most well-known application of Skinner is the "programmed teaching" (which will 

be discussed later) and basically states that, is the teaching in which the successes in certain tasks 

act as reinforcement for later learning. 

Analysis 

Behaviorism is based on observable changes in the behavior of the subject. It focuses on 

the repetition of behavior patterns until they have performed automatically (Mergel, 1998, p.2). 

The theory of behaviorism is based on the study of behaviors that can be observed and measured 

(Good & Brophy, 1990). 

The most representative people of the behavioral theory are Pavlov, Watson, 

Thorndike, and Skinner. Watson is considered the founder of behaviorism. This perspective 

assumes that the learner is fundamentally passive and that he/she only responds to the stimuli of 

the environment that surround him/her, that is, the learner is modifying his/her behavior through 

positive or negative reinforcements. 

As a result, both types of reinforcements increase the likelihood that the preceding 

behavior will recur in the future. On the contrary, punishment (positive or negative) decreases 

the possibility of that behavior reoccurring. 

One of the most obvious limitations of this theory is that it is only based on the study of 

observable behaviors, leaving aside mental processes (which, as could be observed during the 

course of the Cognitive and Science Teaching and Learning class, are crucial for learning). 
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According to this theory, the conclusion reached is that the word "positive" implies the 

application of a stimulus, and "negative" implies the withdrawal of a stimulus. Therefore, this 

theory is defined as a change in the behavior of the learner. 

The first behavioral manifestations were made by Pavlov. Something quite striking is 

that not even he was a psychologist, but a philologist (Mergel, 1998, p.3). What seems clear is 

that behaviorism was the precursor of future cognitive theories. This behavioral theory provided 

learning theories such as "Classical Conditioning" and "Operant Conditioning". 

Classical conditioning: The man who discovered it was Pavlov, through a series of 

experiments with the digestive system of his dogs. He realized that the dogs were salivating the 

moment they saw the people who fed them, but before they fed them. 

According to Pavlov, learning is produced when an association is formed between a 

previously neutral stimulus and a stimulus that occurs naturally. That is, it obeys a 

stimulus/response pattern. An example applied to the educational field would be: 

When the bell rings, indicating that recess begins. As it is repeated, students associate 

that sound with the feelings of freedom and rest they experience in the break. 

Operant conditioning: This was described for the first time by Skinner (1976). The 

author was very interested in learning how the consequences of actions influence behavior. 

Like classical conditioning, the operant is also based on associations. However, in the latter, they 

are produced between behavior/consequences. 
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In short, when a behavior has desirable consequences, it is likely that it will be repeated 

again in the future. If the actions bring a negative result, then the behavior will probably not be 

repeated again. Two examples applied to the educational field would be: 

Get great grades. They are rewarded with parental approval, in the form of 

celebrations/gifts. This positive reinforcement will be associated with study effort and will 

encourage better grades. 

Cheating in a test: The student is grounded by his/her parents. The young person will 

associate cheat/punishment (behavior/consequence) and will not be done again. 

In short, this behavioral perspective states that learning occurs through repetition over 

and over again, and a rewarding reinforcement is given to the individual. 

To finalize this analysis, reference will be made to the incorporation of ICT in the 

classroom. The first educational uses of computers were based on the "programmed teaching" of 

Skinner, consisting of the sequential presentation of questions and the corresponding resolution 

of the students' answers (Martí, 1992, p.66). 

This use of the computer consists of the sequential presentation of questions and in the 

positive or negative reinforcement depending on the response of the students. This exercise and 

repetition program is called CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction). An example applied to Second 

Language Acquisition would be: 

Establish an exercise where the student has to fill in blank spaces in sentences. The 

student will receive an immediate feedback once the exercise is finished and will be able to 

contrast their initial answers with the correct answers. The exercises will be carried out gradually 

according to the degree of difficulty, in such a way that the student receives more positive 
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reinforcement than negative reinforcement, which will have a positive effect on the 

teaching/learning process. 

Conclusions 

The conclusions that can be drawn from this study are that the ability to learn refers to 

the ability of each person to deal with the environment, adapting to it or transforming it. The 

behavioral view says that even though the human being is the most capable to learn, we are not 

intuitive for what we could become. 

Focusing on the educational field, the behavioral teacher is the key person, is the center 

of the teaching/learning process. It is the person who imparts education, who centralizes power, 

authority, and decisions. It is the person who says what, when, and how to do it. In summary, the 

teacher is the one who teaches or directs the learning. 

On the contrary, the student is seen as a mere receiver of information. The student 

fulfills orders, obeys; the student requires constant approval. It is a passive entity in the 

teaching/learning process. It is that person who performs tasks in which the behavior can be 

directly observed and evaluated. 

In short, behaviorism aims for the student to respond to environmental stimuli and to become a 

self-disciplined being. 

Positive reinforcements, negatives or punishments are key aspects of human behavior 

and can become the most important aspects of a behavior to happen again in the future. 

Finally, behavioral approaches are present in educational programs that pose learning 

situations in which the student must find an answer to several stimuli presented on the screen. 
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The student will receive a positive or negative reinforcement, depending on a correct or wrong 

answer. 

This type of programs makes it essential to train teachers with new technologies. That 

is, teachers must acquire new skills to be updated. In short, teachers must help students "learn to 

learn" instead of the old "explain/teach" method. 
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